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Brief and objectives:  

 Hold an industry-first fashion event on the eve of London Fashion Week. 

 Position Simply Be as the go-to brand when it comes to championing plus-size 

fashion. 

 Further establish fashion credentials in the plus-size market. 

 Illustrate size offer and fit expertise. 

 Continue to build relationships with media, customers and influencers. 

 Secure high profile coverage in top tier media and deliver brand impact. 

 Introduce our trend-led AW17 collection. 

 Deliver multi-channel content to be used across all communication channels. 

 

Rationale behind event, including research and planning: 

Simply Be’s ethos is that style shouldn’t come with a dress size. We have an unapologetic 

attitude when it comes to fashion and believe there’s no such thing as fashion rules, 

especially when it comes to size.  

We surveyed 2,014 women to discover 89% didn’t feel their size was represented in 

advertisements, on runways, or in fashion press.  

We staged a catwalk show with high production values and digital amplification, featuring 

models of diverse body shapes on the eve of London Fashion Week – the perfect way to 

make our mark on the industry and empower our customer. 

We wanted to tackle the research findings head-on to help women feel included within the 

fashion industry, whilst showing our trend-led collection and extensive size offer.  

Our target audience included editors, influencers, celebrities, customers and women who 

feel underrepresented by the industry. 



Strategy and tactics, including creativity and innovation: 

We knew we needed to put on a good show, so we committed to an event with high 

production values, held at The Vinyl Factory – an eclectic space in Central London. The 

venue lent itself to a runway show and allowed us to dress the space with Simply Be 

branding. 

The show was produced by Lindsey Hunt, known for working with designers such as 

Vivienne Westwood. A dramatic catwalk with towers of spotlights ensured an impactful 

runway with dedicated FROW for celebrities and editors. Goodie bags with Simply Be 

products and a USB housing imagery of the collection were placed on seats. 

Leading industry stylist, Katie Felstead, put together 40 looks from Simply Be’s AW17 

collection. Product was at the core of the event, with sequins, tassels, leopard print, faux fur 

featuring on the runway – proving that fashion has no boundaries when it comes to size.  

Ahead of the event, fittings took place with the models and stylist where running order of 

looks was confirmed. A seamstress was on site at the event, ensuring last minute tweaks 

could be amended. 

We worked with an independent DJ to create a track for the runway which completed the 

mood of the event. 

Ranging in size from 10 to 26, 14 models walked the runway. We recruited talent to turn 

heads, including celebrity models Tess Holliday, Hayley Hasselhoff and Felicity Hayward.  

A dedicated ‘Tech Squad’ of influencers was commissioned to cover the event socially, 

posting to their combined community of 1.8+ million. 

We invited VIP customers to attend and created a pop-up shop in a dedicated area of the 

venue, showcasing pieces from the runway.  

A multi-channel digital strategy was implemented. This included a five-day teaser countdown 

on Simply Be’s channels, a model live streaming her runway walk and Instagram stories 

showing BTS footage.  

We used innovative Smartzer technology to create a shoppable video of the show, streamed 

live on the Simply Be website. The interactive video generated £51,000. 

We held broadcast interviews with spokesperson Hayley Hasselhoff discussing the research. 

A press photo call was held at the venue to photograph the model talent wearing t-shirts with 

the slogan ‘I’m 10 out of 10 who wears a size...’ citing their own dress size. 

 

Implementation of tactics, including details of design, production and support 

teams employed: 

The campaign creative sat with N Brown Group’s in-house PR team with Lee Publicity 

helping to execute the event. Preparations began in July, continuing through to the event 

day in order to ensure thorough and seamless running of the show. A 12 hour day was 

scheduled on the event day to maximise the talent for interviews, hit broadcast opportunities 

and hold a photo call ahead of an evening show.  



July: 

Production: 

 Venue confirmed  

 Show production confirmed – Lindsey Hunt 

 Stylist confirmed – Katie Felstead 

Product: 

 Product lines bought and designed by Simply Be product team 

 Final product confirmed 

August: 

Production: 

 Set design signed off 

 Running order confirmed 

 Caterers confirmed 

 Hair and makeup team confirmed 

Product: 

 Collection viewed by stylist 

Digital: 

 Smartzer confirmed for click-to buy live stream video 

 ‘Tech Squad’ influencers confirmed 

Guests: 

 Invitation designed 

 Goody bags prepared 

September: 

Product: 

 Product sent to London 

Talent: 

 Model casting held 

 Models confirmed 



 Fittings with stylist  

Press Office: 

 Press release written 

 Broadcast interview day secured 

Digital: 

 Announcement of event across Simply Be channels 

 Social media teaser campaign launched 

 Smartzer technology prepared 

Guests: 

 Invitation distributed to target media 

Thursday 14th September: 

6am 

 Hayley Hasselhoff interviewed for broadcast day 

8am 

 Venue set up begins 

 Press release distributed to target media 

12:30 pm  

 Model fittings, hair and makeup begins 

3pm 

 Accredited photographers arrive for photo call 

3:30pm 

 In-house photographer wires out images 

4pm 

 Catering set up 

4:30pm 

 Full rehearsal  

6pm 

 Guests arrive to drink reception and are seated 



6:30pm 

 Show begins 

7pm  

 Event ends 

 Press interviews with talent backstage 

 

Measurement and evaluation: 
 More than 100 pieces of coverage  

 Over 30 pieces of print coverage including Evening Standard, Daily Mail, The Sun 

and Look.  

 Hayley Hasselhoff interviewed on Sky News. 

 Shoppable video delivered £51k in sales. 

 N Brown Group plc share price went up by +6p following the event. 

 Over 250 guests attended. 

 Coverage positioned campaign as ‘kicking off London Fashion Week’. 

 Content used online, mobile, email and social. 

 Ten photographers attended photo call. 

 

Budget and cost effectiveness: 

Budget: £137k  

 Venue, set design and build, catering - £45,955 

 Show producers, hair and makeup, stylist, dressers - £10,830 

 Catwalk models, talent and influencers including flights, cars and accommodation - 

£53,635 

 Photographer, filming and Smartzer - £16,550 

 Research and broadcast morning - £10,000 

The calibre of talent, production team and stylists used for the event was extremely high for 

the budget we had, ensuring we delivered a show that felt high-end and hit all objectives. 

The shoppable video delivered a ROI of 5:1 for the £10k cost. 


